High Times editor debates former DEA agent

Steve Hager, editor-in-chief for High Times magazine, gets the crowd going before giving his side of the issue on the legalization of marijuana. About 2,000 people attended the debate between Hager and former DEA agent Robert Stutman. See story, page 4.

Budget Task Force considers library fee

Andy Horony Daily Egyptian

Budget Task Force recommendations charging students $2 per credit hour

The general collection at Morris Library contains over two million volumes, three million microforms and 12,000 serial subscriptions, but those numbers could soon be dwarfed by another figure — $2 million due to cutbacks.

The fee, which would be assessed per credit hour, is one of 79 recommendations recently handed down by the University budget and from a 19-member committee designed to curb University expenditure while increasing the quality of education.

Since January, the task force has clocked more than 90 hours in meetings outlining its plan to aid the University as it struggles to combat an anticipated $6 million shortfall in its aid the University as it struggles to combat an anticipated $6 million shortfall in its ability to hire new faculty and staff. A student fee would have to be approved through a 125k force has clocked more than $6 million in the past two years.

"The library has been very generous in not cutting our budget over the past couple years, but it has also increased," Carlson said. Morris Library's current budget sits around $10 million, Carlson said, with about $8 million devoted to materials and supplies and the rest devoted to faculty and staff salaries. Carlson added that the library's budget isn't seen in budget cuts like some other departments, needing on a scale budget cuts when making difficult decisions to serve the University successfully.

"Our budget has stayed the same, but the cost of books, serials and journals continues to go up," Carlson said.

Susan Loop of Library Affairs, said she a Budget Task Force member, said if enacted, a student fee would be a fine for the library, which currently only receives money from students through their book fees. But last year the library only received about $25,000 from outside fees, a figure that Carlson said is insufficient when compared to the possible $1 million a student fee could produce.

"The amount of money we receive from outside isn't all that much, and we're fairly limited as far as what we can charge," Carlson said.

While Carlson said he thinks a student fee would benefit the entire University, Chancellor Walter Wendler, who recently began reviewing the task force's report, said that the proposal needs to be reviewed by many channels before being enacted.

"If we want to do something, like that is would have to be reviewed through the Undergraduate Student Government," Wendler said.

Police chief says position in Champaign still uncertain

Finney may not take position even if hired

Burke Wasson & Nicole Stack Daily Egyptian

Carbondale Police Chief R.T. Finney knows he has a chance of being hired as Champaign's newest police chief, but he is not counting on making any moving arrangements just yet.

"At this point, I don't think I've got a good feel for getting the job," Finney said. "There's a better chance of not getting the job than getting it, so it's still too early." Finney, who went to Champaign in February for an interview, is currently selected as one of five finalists from a field of 67 candidates for the opportunity to head the Champaign Police Department.

Champaign City Manager Steve Carrer said he would try to make the decision by the end of September.

Finney said he left for the job. He said the city was interested in police candidates to fill the position left in July by the city's former chief, Jim Levine.

"They believed I would be a good fit for Champaign because of my work in Carbondale," Finney said. "As a police chief in a large university town, they thought my experience here would be valuable in this area, too. That's what brought me here."

Despite Finney's lack of experience in the Champaign area, he would be valuable in this area, too. That's what brought me here."

Finney said he left for the job. He said the city was interested in police candidates to fill the position left in July by the city's former chief, Jim Levine.

"They believed I would be a good fit for Champaign because of my work in Carbondale," Finney said. "As a police chief in a large university town, they thought my experience here would be valuable in this area, too." Finney said he left for the job. He said the city was interested in police candidates to fill the position left in July by the city's former chief, Jim Levine.

"They believed I would be a good fit for Champaign because of my work in Carbondale," Finney said. "As a police chief in a large university town, they thought my experience here would be valuable in this area, too."
Graduates plan male-only military college

SHELBYVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Disagusted by what they see as the extinction of the all-male Southern Military Institute, a group of alumni based on the way The Citadel and Virginia Military Institute used to be.

That is, they say, before those schools started admitting women, before they dropped men-only prayer and before the winds of political correctness swept aside many of the reminders at the Confederate.

The alumni group has been embittered and almost lost will to continue, backers of the planned Southern Military Institute say on their Web site. "The concept of an officer and a Southern gentleman will be the standard, not the exception."

The nonprofit group headed by Michael Guthrie of Madison, Ala., is planning to purchase a 450-acre farm in Tennessee and looks to open with a fall class and offer at least 30 cadets in the fall of 2004.

It will be the nation’s only private, all-male, four-year military college.

There can be no compromise on the fight on terror,"

It was the first suicide-bombing since a bus bomb in Jerusalem killed 22 people and the bomber on Aug. 19.

Israeli security has been on high alert — including installing bomb detectors and hiring off-duty policemen from entrance to Israel — since the spiritual leader of Hamas declared Sunday that his group’s jihad against Israel would continue.

Dozens burned alive in road crash

LAGOS, Nigeria (Reuters) — At least 30 people have been killed, mostly burned to death, in a road crash involving a bus and several other vehicles in central Nigeria state television reported Tuesday.

The accident on Sunday night involved a passenger bus driving to Benin from Kaduna. It is not clear whether there were any survivors, state television reported.

A motor vehicle burglarized occurred between 9.30 a.m. and 11.15 a.m. Monday on Lincoln Drive near Pullam Hall. Prescription medication, a cell phone and cash were reported stolen from a non-resident. There are no suspects at this time.

A bicyclist valued less than $300 was reported stolen between 5 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. Monday, Sept. 1, from the Boyle Hall bicycle rack. There are no suspects at this time.

Criminal damage to a vehicle occurred between 4 p.m. and 5 a.m. Tuesday on Wakesland Hall. There are no suspects at this time.

A motor vehicle burglarized occurred between 9.30 a.m. and 11.15 a.m. Monday on Lincoln Drive near Pullam Hall. Prescription medication, a cell phone and cash were reported stolen from a non-resident. There are no suspects at this time.

A bicyclist valued less than $300 was reported stolen between 5 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. Monday, Sept. 1, from the Boyle Hall bicycle rack. There are no suspects at this time.

Criminal damage to a vehicle occurred between 4 p.m. and 5 a.m. Tuesday on Wakesland Hall. There are no suspects at this time.

A motor vehicle burglarized occurred between 9.30 a.m. and 11.15 a.m. Monday on Lincoln Drive near Pullam Hall. Prescription medication, a cell phone and cash were reported stolen from a non-resident. There are no suspects at this time.

A bicyclist valued less than $300 was reported stolen between 5 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. Monday, Sept. 1, from the Boyle Hall bicycle rack. There are no suspects at this time.

Criminal damage to a vehicle occurred between 4 p.m. and 5 a.m. Tuesday on Wakesland Hall. There are no suspects at this time.

A motor vehicle burglarized occurred between 9.30 a.m. and 11.15 a.m. Monday on Lincoln Drive near Pullam Hall. Prescription medication, a cell phone and cash were reported stolen from a non-resident. There are no suspects at this time.

A bicyclist valued less than $300 was reported stolen between 5 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. Monday, Sept. 1, from the Boyle Hall bicycle rack. There are no suspects at this time.

Criminal damage to a vehicle occurred between 4 p.m. and 5 a.m. Tuesday on Wakesland Hall. There are no suspects at this time.
Faculty Senate approved Student Absence Policy

Goes to provost for final approval

Valerie N. Donnals
Daily Egyptian

The Undergraduate Student Absence Policy for University-Approved Activities has one final step to take before implementation. It was approved Tuesday by the Faculty Senate with little opposition.

If signed by Provost John Dunn, the policy could go into effect at the start of the spring semester to allow time for the University to adopt and adapt to the new plan. Under the policy, undergraduate students who are required to miss class due to university-approved activities would be allowed to make up missed work.

"I am very pleased it was approved, and it is my intent to approve it also," Dunn said. "I think the Faculty Senate's vote and the strength of the voice conveys very clearly the faculty's commitment to supporting students in University-approved events."

Several students each semester are forced to attend a University-sponsored event and miss a class or exam, or make up the work for the benefit of their team of organization. In several cases, students receive scholarships for their involvement, which could be threatened if they choose to attend class instead.

Senior Katy Fortune, a photography major from Oklahoma City, Okla., said she did not agree with letting athletics and others miss class for no reason.

"I guess in a situation where you could lose your scholarship, in that case I would understand," she said. "But I wouldn't feel cheated as long as they make up the work and it wasn't just an excuse to miss class."

The proposed policy requires students to fill out a form at the beginning of each semester, documenting ahead of time the dates and reasons for their absences. Though students would not receive an automatic approved absence for filling out the form, it will provide a starting place for discussion.

"The form must be accompanied by written verification from the SIUC faculty or student to support the absence," Dunn said. "But the instructor could still deny the right to make up exams and quizzes. There is no set date for the forms to be submitted, but the senate urged them to be turned in as soon as possible to prevent conflict and allow the professor to plan ahead. Ultimately, it will still be the students' responsibility to make up the material missed in class."

If a conflict arises, students can appeal to the chair of the department then the dean of the college and finally the provost. The original draft sent the dispute directly to the provost for arbitration.

The Senate feared the chair and dean may favor the professors in the dispute but was also concerned the provost could intimidate the students, discouraging them from placing their complaint. Dunn said the revised chain for seeking resolution is consistent with University practices.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management Larry Diets will have the final say on what qualifies as a University-approved activity, though he was unavailable to clarify what the term will include.

The committee that approved the policy examined similar ones at other universities and modeled its proposal after those used by Illinois State University and the University of Colorado. SIUC is the only university in Illinois without such a policy already in place.

Jeremy Nunes, a junior in radio and television, said he supports the policy and thinks it will really benefit students.

"It's a school function, not like they're going to discourage them from participating. It's their right to protect students' rights."

Reporter Valeria N. Donnals

Students
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More than 2,000 people watch as the High Times editor and former drug agent argue legalization of marijuana

story by JESSICA YORAMA

A man stands in the doorway of the Student Center ballrooms, a fake plant in his right hand, waiting for one of the many passers-by to look his way.

"Here's some marijuana. Have some. Gets you higher than a plane and costs twice as much."

Some of the individuals walking into the ballrooms accepted a piece of the plant.

Some turned down the offer but were interested enough in the topic of its legalization to crowd into the ballrooms Monday night. So much so, in fact, that people were motioned away from the exits, standing against the wall and sitting on the floor, waiting to hear the sides get fired up over the legalization of marijuana.

According to Jenn Rourke, the member of the Student Programming Council who organized the debate, more than 2,000 people came to hear the square-off between the editor of High Times magazine, Steve Hager, and former Drug Enforcement Agency agent Robert Stutman.

"I have five reasons why we should legalize the use of marijuana," Hager said during his opening statements. "One: It's good medicine. From epilepsy to glaucoma to multiple sclerosis, marijuana is medicine for more things than any other plant in the world."

According to Hager, smoking marijuana is treated as a crime, while the use of pills for mental illness that may cause the same side effects is not only permitted but also recommended.

"Somebody with multiple sclerosis can go to jail, while somebody else can get doped out of their mind all day," Hager said. "Stop thinking because it came from a pill in a factory, it's good medicine. It's not what God gave us, and it's not from the earth."

Stutman was quick to dispute the medicinal use of the drug, also arguing the case against any individual pushing for its legalization. According to the former DEA agent, the drug is yet to be recognized as effective by any doctor. He also questions the use of any medicine that must first be voted on in a general election.

"Voting on the use of a medicine is stupid," Stutman said. "If you went to the doctor and wanted to test on what type of drug you should use, chances are you wouldn't use that drug, and chances are you wouldn't go back to that doctor."

While the argument to legalize marijuana for medicinal use is the most recognized and supported case for the drug, each side came prepared with several others. Both sides were allotted the same amount of time, 15 minutes for opening statements, three minutes to debate each question posed by the audience and five minutes to present their closing statements. However, one side possessed the majority of support for its arguments.

From the case to legalize marijuana for its place in culture to the countered this argument, saying "Here's some marijuana. I had a lot of good arguments, but I forgot them all."

Robert Stutman, a former DEA agent, fields questions from spectators after the conclusion of the 'Heads vs. Feds' debate.

Steve Hager, standing on stage in Ballroom B of the student center, speaks to a crowd of over 2,000 stretching to the back of Ballroom B. Many of the spectators took the opportunity to voice their concerns over the marijuana legalization issue.
Morris Library continues plans for renovation

Rachel Lindsay
Daily Egyptian

A student can easily lose oneself in Morris Library amid the maze of books, jegged corridors and elevators that fact in every direction. And they can forget about easily finding an open computer; most of the terminals on the main floor are filled during the busy hours of the day.

To begin with the library is a morve from a campus resource," said David Carlson, dean of Library Affairs.

Last week, members of the library building committee met with Capital Development Board, the architects designing the library's facilties. They also met with the Plant and Service Operations to discuss any concerns about the library facility. The meeting resulted in a plan to complete the renovation of the entire interior of the library.

"We hope the library will become more of a campus resource," said Carlson.

However, not everyone thinks the addition would be helpful.

"I don't think it's necessary," said D. Carlson, dean of Library Affairs.

Preparations for the project began about two years ago when the Illinois Board of Education released $29 million to fund the renovation and expansion of the library facilities. Since that time, library officials have been reorganizing and rearranging the entire interior of the library.

The official renovation project will begin in October. The expansion, however, will not begin until the end of this year.

For Katie Connor, a senior majoring in public relations, the extra space will be welcome. Though she will not be able to utilize the facilities, she said that the expansion is still needed.

"I don't exist as long as someone else can use it," she said.

The renovation project includes plans to make Morris easier to navigate; removing the last asbestos from the ceilings and floors; and the "temperament heating/cooling" system. Other renovations include reorganization of books, updating library mechanical systems and a total overhaul of the exterior of the building due to structural problems in the current brick, said Phil Gatton, director of Plant and Service Operations.

"The project began about two years ago when the Illinois Board of Education released $29 million to fund the renovation and expansion of the existing facilities," said Gatton.

According to a monthly meeting, the library hopes to add $20,000 square feet of space onto the front of the building. The plans extend the basement and floors one and two, leaving an open area in lieu of floor two. The additional space would incorporate an auditorium that will seat about 250 people, a "lunch room" and an "internet cafe" complete with a coffee bar and study area, leaving room to house additional facilities.

"More computer terminals would definitely be helpful," according to Carlson.

"It's really hard to get on a computer now," said Gatton. "Because if you need to use it before class, there's nothing you can do."

However, not everyone thinks the addition would be helpful.

"I don't think it's necessary," said Martha Weber, a junior in English education. "This place is already seven stories high. Do we really need more? They should focus on some of the other buildings."

"Right now, there are two plans for Morris's renovation," said Gatton.

Plan B includes the renovation of the library's existing facilities as well as the re-creation of the front of the building. Plan B incorporates the additional $20,000 square feet of space into Plan A.

Whether the library will be able to implement Plan B depends on the HGC Board of Trustees, which will discuss funding Thursday in their monthly meeting. To complete the project, the library will need about $12 million in extra funds.

"We're actually pretty excited about the library," said Gatton. "A library is the focus point of a university. We hope that [Morris] will become more of a central location."

Ground could be broken as early as June of 2004, according to Gatton, though the construction would take at least 30 months to complete.

"It could be 36 or 38 months," said Gatton. "It depends on how long each phase of construction will take."

Despite the uncertainty of the construction dates, both Gatton and Fox said they were excited about the project.

"This is something that benefits everybody," said Heather Clary, a sophomore pre-major. "It's not just for our group."

Report Rachel Lindsay
rllindsay@dailyeugyanian.com
Excused absence policy long overdue

A conflict between the golf team and a professor last spring prompted the Faculty Senate to create and propose a policy that will allow a student participating in a University-sponsored event to miss a class — if it means missing an exam. Under the proposal, these students will be allowed to make up missed class work.

This policy roots from a professor who would not let a player miss his exam. Woman's head golf coach Diane Daugherty found herself in a precarious position for her next move. She decided to delay the team's departure until after the exam, thus forfiling the team's practice round on a foreign course.

"Graduation is the number one goal of the entire (athletic) departments," said Daugherty. "If I had to make the decision again tomorrow, I would.

At least 10 times throughout a semester students are faced with the decision between missing a match and missing a major exam. This becomes crucial when students are receiving scholarship money for their involvement in the event that causes them to miss class. If they choose class over the sport, their scholarship could be in jeopardy.

The current policy leaves the student at the mercy of the professor. The Faculty Senate is examining a new policy that would allow undergraduates to make up missed exams, quizzes and other class work.

All other public universities in Illinois have a similar policy in place. We are glad to see a policy change is being considered, and we must say — it is about time.

The University gains so much publicity from sports teams and non-athletic groups that participate in events, it is a wonder that the University did not propose this policy sooner.

Some may mistakenly take such a change to be a free day at home in front of the TV. But this is not the case.

We are glad to see a policy change being considered, and we must say — it is about time.

Now I don't have to worry so much about missing a test! Go Dawgs!
COLUMNIST

Comfort within my own idi

OK, English majors. Need some help today. We're all familiar with the phrase, "Somebody's nose is out of joint." I've heard it my entire life, tucked under the wrinkles of coworkers and family members whenever there was bucking, and for the life of me I don't know what it means. All I can figure is that it isn't a compliment.

I broke my stone last week. My nose, for all intents and purposes, is now "out of joint." And I need to know what this translates so I can let determine how I should be acting. Do I get to snap at people? Can I point out the critic of this phrase?

Actually, I think over the course of this week, I've figured out exactly what this phrase means. My nose isn't itself, so I have no tell-tale medical tape or rubber band. And you got your finger in my face. You'd be amazed how much headroom you get when you line up your house at an angle. And you notice it. But by the end of a right filled with those words, I'm ready to take someone's head off. And the reason isn't universally obvious.

Of course, I'm probably just being a baby. After all, so the grand scheme of things, it's really not noteworthy. But it does have the sort cuticle effect. What's that? You ask? Simply this: If you broke your leg and had a huge cast that you hidden around, on everyone who saw you would you found if. You'd have sympathy. Your leg would still hurt, but everyone else would feel for you.

What happens when you have a sort cuticle on your finger? Nobody notices it. It's so that reason done that sort cuticles just worse than any injury known to man. There is no pity factor. And you know it. But you say I would have sympathy. Your leg was still you. But that might be because I'm still a kid and am allowed to be clumsy. So of course I've treated this injury with every bit of medical pan from a young, vain Marcia Brady with a spot homeweled up the size of a redskin potato. My grandmother on the other hand, having many more years of wisdom, under her belt before passing away, would disapprove of my acute case of hypochondria.

She came from a generation of parents who blindly believed there was no malady, great or small, that couldn't be cured with a good bowel movement. It's a bit of pro-gut advice that privately owned firearms present crime and kill.

But by this pro-gun campaign that privately owned firearms are an effective means of self-defense and a deterrent to crimes that they are not sufficient and child death.

Though it is true that guns play a small part in the accidental deaths of children and that in past years firearms have played a role in the schoolyard massacres, the National Zero Council reported that 2009 more children under age 15 died by acci­dental drowning than by firearms (80). Attorneys General for the National Center for Education Statistics, for the seven-year period of July 1, 1992 to June 30, 1999, 338 people died in violent death at school 255 between 5 and 19 years old.

Again, more children die in heat by drowning than in seven years of school violence, not just shootings. Accidental weapon-related deathly, they have come old-fashioned speculation. So muster your hearts out, folks. I've been accused of all along, and I'm finally ready to accept my title with with thousands. But don't worry your while I'm in a better mood before long. Just as soon as I can finish this high- fiber bran muffin. Not just another prissy face.

Not just another prissy face.

BY GRACE PRADY volcaneagle2001@hotmail.com

Miami Herald

Latin/o/Hispanic culture is wider than portrayed

Dear Editor:

Conservative columnist

dear editor: For the first time in my life, I read something factual in your paper today, the Right Angle edition. The Right Angle edition, I'm afraid to see someone stand up for the correct side of the political spectrum in the year 2061.

I applaud you for printing a serious editorial article about the left wing, to be honest, and hope to see more diversity of thought in your paper in the future.

Aaron Smith
Corndub reviewer

The Latin/o/Hispanic Diaspora includes Central America (Guatemala, Costa Rica, Nicaragua), South America (e.g. Venezuela, Peru, Argentina, Chile) and even though Brazil was a Portuguese colony, many also called part of Hispanic World. The writer also left out Empires of Caribbean extraction (Puerto Rico, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic), individuals of Mexican extraction who became Mexicans after the Mexican War and last but not least, he failed to mention indigenous who emigrated directly from Spain. What would millions of African female filialgans that died in death by shotgun, individual Barillas or males without Penelope Cruz?

Latin/o/Hispanic cultures are a combination of Aboriginal, African and European and form many rich and varied cultures. They are gift to our country of different types (as witnessed by anyone who watched the Latin Grammys last week and have different political views (try getting a person from Cuba and not from Mexico to agree on U.S. immigration policy). Again, I applaud the SICO for broadcasting the sword of education offered to all American cultures, and I would encourage students from all backgrounds to attend such classes. In the culture, the many classes offered in Black American Studies, the classes offered in African, American- American and Native-American art, the Introduction to Peoples & Cultures of Africa in Anthropology or any other culture course, the many classes offered in the culture, but one reason I found out about the culture was because of some outstanding educators who taught the culture. I mean, the culture and not the Latin American culture.

Sharon E. Joseph, M.S.
Ph.D. Student
Mass Communications and Rhetoric

Guns can be source of safety, recreation

Dear Editor:

We reserve the right to not publish any letter or column.

LETTERS

Conservative columnist right on
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Improve your score on the

**LSAT**

Law School Admission Test Preparation Program

Program material designed for current test.

Intensive course includes a full-length practice test.

Cost: $295 (Includes all materials)
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Limited Enrollment - Register Early

---
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Hurricanes $1.50

---

**Fourth floor of on-campus building evacuated Monday**

Student ingested pesticide, caused chemical scare

Burke Wasson

Daily Egyptian

The A-wing of the fourth floor of the College of Applied Sciences and Arts building was evacuated Monday morning after a chemical spill resulted from an SIUC student ingesting a common pesticide.

Carbondale firefighters, SIUC Police and the Jackson County Ambulance Service got to the scene shortly after 9 a.m. when a call requesting an ambulance was made to the Jackson County Sheriff's Department. Police immediately evacuated the fourth floor, which stayed closed until 10:39 a.m.

The SIUC Police Capt. Todd Sigler said he believes the student was found, only saying that it was not in a classroom.

"It's in an area that anybody would have access to, but it wasn't in a classroom," Sigler said.

The SIUC Police captain said the student was found with the pesticide and the room used to ingest it. He does not suspect foul play at this point.

"He had it on him and somebody had access to it," Sigler said. "Nobody induced him to do this."

Sigler said the student was transported to Memorial Hospital of Carbondale, where he is still under observation.

Sigler said he believes the student will be under 48 hours of observation because that is the standard outlined by the manufacturer's safety data sheet on the pesticide he ingested.

The SIUC Police captain said the student ingested a widely used item, and that no one in the building should be in danger of breathing poisonous fumes.

"No one has reported breathing difficulty," Sigler said. "There shouldn't be any associated with it. It's a common pesticide that's sprayed, so it's going to be airborne even by the commercial user."

---

**For All Faculty, Staff and Personnel**

Electronic Parts Company, manufacturer of the Builtsmart line of laptop computers, is offering a limited allotment of their top of the line laptops at 50% off MSRP to all faculty, staff and personnel.

All Computers are brand new, packed in the original boxes, and come with a full manufacturer’s warranty. These computers are fully equipped with the latest 2003 technology to make these the best performing computers money can buy.

**ePC** is offering these computers with the latest Windows technology at a remarkable price to those who call:

**1.888.399.3744 by Monday, September 15th**

**Laptop 1100 P Series - Sleek and Slim, Wireless Ready!**

- 1 Giga Pro mobile Transmeta Crusoe CPU for incredible power
- 128 MB SD RAM, Upgradeable to 256 MB
- CD-ROM, upgradeable to DVD/CDR
- Wireless ready, upgradeable to wireless on board
- 20 GB Hard Drive, upgradeable to 30 GB HD
- Sound Card and Video Card
- 14.1 XGA TFT Liquid Screen
- Soft touch keyboard
- 56.6 V90 Fax/Modem
- Internet Ready
- Network Ready
- Long Life Battery Pack
- 1 year parts and labor
- Award winning tech support and customer service

**RETAIL IS $1,300**

**YOUR COST IS JUST $650**

HOW TO QUALIFY:

1. All computers will be available on a first-come first-served basis.
2. You must call 1.888.399.3744 by 6 P.M. Mon. Sept.15th, and we will hold the computers you request on “will call.”
3. You can visit us online at http://www.ePCparts.com and use promo code <SD432>
Fellow Students,

Don't log onto college.movielink.com between September 15th and October 15th. Sure, high-speed, reliable downloads of your favorite movies seems like a great idea. But what about the message those films send? The people at Movielink want you to watch movies like American Pie, a film rife with drunken behavior, sexual deviancy, and a very unsanitary display involving food. Choose education over entertainment. Don't be lured in by the prizes. Granted, 'the ultimate PC entertainment system' sounds great, but think of the distraction. Up all night, watching movies, playing games, people stopping by with booze. Is that really how you want to spend your college years?

Tracy Tuckey

StudentsAgainstMovielink.com
This Saturday, September 13th
SIU vs. Murray St.
710 Book Store Night

Join the excitement of SIU Football.

Don't miss this match up between arch-rivals SIU & Murray State.

Buy any “The Game” hat and get a free “Get your head in the game” hat
see store for details.

Register to win this grill, at Book Store

Murdale
CHANGING SEASONS
Just Ask

PEARLE VISION
Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective. Not only is it 99.7% effective, but you need just 1 shot every 11 to 13 weeks to protect you from pregnancy. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera is not your every day birth control.

Depo-Provera does not protect you from HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.

You shouldn’t use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant or if you have had any unexplained periods. You should not use it if you have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a loss of some of the bone mineral stored in your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. Some women using Depo-Provera have side effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting. Many women stop having periods altogether after a few months. You may gain weight when using Depo-Provera. About two thirds of the women in clinical trials reported a weight gain of about 5 lb during the first year of use.

Talk to your health care provider to see if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

Birth control you think about just 4 x a year.

Please see important product information on the adjacent page.
Student Programming Council
UPCOMING EVENTS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11TH:
"BRUCE ALMYTH" in Student Center Auditorium - 7 pm
Also showing Friday, September 12th at 7:00 and 9:30 pm

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13TH:
FREE SHOW! Student Center, Big Muddy Room - 8:00 pm

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18TH:
OPEN MIC NIGHT
CULT FILM WEEK
Showing Classic Films Throughout the Week
"SHAFT", Mon. • "PINK FLOYD: THE WALL", Tues. • Wed.
"MAD MAX: BEYOND THUNDERDOME", Thurs.
"THE SHINING", Fri. (Pulliam Hill), FREE SHOW
"LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS", Sat.

WANTED:
Applications from enthusiastic and fun students for various positions: 
SPC Vice-Executive Director & Membership Applications available in the SPC Office, 3rd Floor, Student Center. Apply by Monday, September 15th
Coming... Sept. 15th
Prilosec
Without a Prescription!

8-oz. pkg.
Kroger
Bar or
Shredded
Cheese
SAVINGS UP TO $1.10 EA.

Western
Jumbo
Cantaloupes
SAVINGS UP TO $1.20 EA.

Family Pak
Pork
Chops
SAVINGS UP TO $1.50 L.B.

Cookies &
Crackers
FREE
SAVINGS UP TO $1.19 ON 2

Sandwich
Bread
SAVINGS UP TO $.50 EA.

Clorox
Ultra
NEW CROP!
BAG
SAVINGS UP TO $.91 BAG

Delicious
Apples

Linole 4
12-oz can M.J. YUM DIET P.E.M. OR
PEPSI
12-Pack
SAVINGS UP TO $1.50 EA.

Eggo
Waffles

Stouffer's
Red Box

50% off
SAVINGS UP TO $1.49 ON 2

Stouffer's
Turkey
& Ham

33% off
SAVINGS UP TO $3.69 EA.

GRAND CHEDDAR
MAYO

TENDER TWIST

Pure Premium
Orange Juice
SAVINGS UP TO $1.39 EA.

Egg
Waffles

Deli Meat
3-LB. BAG JONATHAN RED OR GOLDEN

3-LB. BAG BLEACH FREE SCENTED ONLY

8-LB. BAG TENDER CHEDDAR

L.O. C.V.

PRIVATE SELECTION

SELECTEDVarieties

FROZEN PATTIES

PRIVATE SELECTION

CLOSED CASE

MAYO

ampions

OBJECTIVE
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Copyright 1995 Kroger, property rights reserved. Items sold in dealers, limits and prices possible in certain stores. Kroger stores 8 a.m. Sept. 7 from closing Sat. Sept. 15, 2000.
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given that on the fourth day of April, 2003, a certiﬁcate was delivered to the Clerk of the County Clerk of Jackson County, Illinois, by the examiner at the office of the Clerk of the County, certifying the business known as ‘‘Finan­cial House, Inc.’’ 123 Financial House Blvd, Box 2763, Carbondale, Illinois 62902, is registered and legal to do business in this county.

For sale:

For rent:

For sale:

For rent:

Legal Notices

Auto

Classifieds

Miscellaneous

Computers

SALOON HALL, CLEAN rooms, all utilities paid, new, well stained, central heat, only $250.00. 549-3068. 549-2316.

ROOMMATES

DOWNTOWN PROPONENT ROOMSHARE with someone who will love us, will come soon, $325.00 to $385.00.

ROOMMATES

3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath, garage, no pets, 1st, 2nd & 3rd dep $475/mo, 495-3733.

COLDIEN APARTS, 1430 E Walton, clean, well kept, rent includes all, downtown, 629-2587.

COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 BDRM, small pets o.k., 1000 E. Sandwich, $469-1696.

EFFECTIVE APPT, UPSTAIRS, all utilities paid, includes water, internet, cable, 995-2375.

1 1/2 BDRM Townhouse, Snowline apart­ments, 108 S. State, 1-2-3 brds, $350-$400, 629-7016.

MAGNIFICENT 3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath, garage, no pets, 1st, 2nd dep $475.00, 495-3733.

COLDIEN APARTS, 1430 E Walton, clean, well kept, rent includes all, downtown, 629-2587.

COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 BDRM, small pets o.k., 1000 E. Sandwich, $469-1696.

EFFECTIVE APPT, UPSTAIRS, all utilities paid, includes water, internet, cable, 995-2375.

ROOMMATES

1 1/2 BDRM Townhouse, Snowline apart­ments, 108 S. State, 1-2-3 brds, $350-$400, 629-7016.

Townhouses

GORDON LANE, LG Townhouse, Wash­pool, eat to car garage, with, drw­, pets considered, 629-1797.

WEGGLESWOOD NEW 2 bdrm apt, 1 1/2 bath loft, garage, no pets, all Utilities Included, apt $800, rent, 549-6506.

For Sale

CRAIGLIST: MSBRO 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, garage, no pets, 1st, 2nd & 3rd dep $475/mo, 495-3733.

LEACH, COLDIEN APARTS, 1430 E Walton, clean, well kept, rent includes all, downtown, 629-2587.

COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 BDRM, small pets o.k., 1000 E. Sandwich, $469-1696.

EFFECTIVE APPT, UPSTAIRS, all utilities paid, includes water, internet, cable, 995-2375.

ROOMMATES

DOWNTOWN PROPONENT ROOMSHARE with someone who will love us, will come soon, $325.00 to $385.00.

ROOMMATES

3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath, garage, no pets, 1st, 2nd & 3rd dep $475/mo, 495-3733.

COLDIEN APARTS, 1430 E Walton, clean, well kept, rent includes all, downtown, 629-2587.

COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 BDRM, small pets o.k., 1000 E. Sandwich, $469-1696.

EFFECTIVE APPT, UPSTAIRS, all utilities paid, includes water, internet, cable, 995-2375.

ROOMMATES

DOWNTOWN PROPONENT ROOMSHARE with someone who will love us, will come soon, $325.00 to $385.00.

ROOMMATES

3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath, garage, no pets, 1st, 2nd & 3rd dep $475/mo, 495-3733.

COLDIEN APARTS, 1430 E Walton, clean, well kept, rent includes all, downtown, 629-2587.

COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 BDRM, small pets o.k., 1000 E. Sandwich, $469-1696.

EFFECTIVE APPT, UPSTAIRS, all utilities paid, includes water, internet, cable, 995-2375.

ROOMMATES

DOWNTOWN PROPONENT ROOMSHARE with someone who will love us, will come soon, $325.00 to $385.00.

ROOMMATES

3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath, garage, no pets, 1st, 2nd & 3rd dep $475/mo, 495-3733.

COLDIEN APARTS, 1430 E Walton, clean, well kept, rent includes all, downtown, 629-2587.

COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 BDRM, small pets o.k., 1000 E. Sandwich, $469-1696.

EFFECTIVE APPT, UPSTAIRS, all utilities paid, includes water, internet, cable, 995-2375.
Mobile Homes

SEE CLASSIFIEDS FOR OUR
moving list by raising your price
$500-$600 per month.
140 S. University
MYS 3BD, 1 Bath,
600. Call 529-6468.
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**Dormant Life**

**by Shane Pangburn**

**NO APPARENT REASON**

MASSIVE GREEK CLASSIFIEDS

**WANTED:**

We are looking for intelligent and creative people to join our Lord of the Rings club. We will be our own Illuminati (sorry, Fredo and Gandolf are taken). If you have a big wooden staff and a robe, you’re in. Only those that are serious need apply. We will not be mocked. Our Old is a big wizard!

**STICKMAN AND JACKAL**

We’re in the Band by Thomas Shaner

**Daily Horoscope**

By Linda C. Black

Today's Birthday (Sept. 10). Looks like there are lots of changes going on at home this year. Having a partner and a plan helps, but you should also welcome suggestions. People with skills different than your own will be a big help. But you make the final decisions.

To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest, 1 is the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19). Today is a 4. Hiding out isn’t one of your favorite games, but you can do it when you must. Changes going on now make it important to be flexible. Be invisible, too. If you can.

Taurus (April 20-May 20). Today is a 1. You may be growing impatient with those who can’t make up their minds. Decide on the decision for them, though. They’re steering it to figure it out.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). Today is a 5. Although your mind is full of questions, it’s more helpful if you offer suggestions. Keep track of what the others think, too. Keep channels of communication open.

Cancer (June 22-July 22). Today is a 6. Others look to you for answers, but you don’t have them all. Some of the things you try won’t work. Stay upbeat and try again. And be willing to compromise.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Today is a 5. The temptation to splurge may be strong, but your willpower is stronger. Don’t buy much of anything now—not even a gift for a loved one. It can wait.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Today is a 7. There’s a strange love/hate relationship going on. You and your antagonist have something that ties you together. One of you is the other yang, now, decide which is which.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22). Today is a 5. Modifications will be required to get your fantasy to manifest. Continue to do the research, and practice, practice, practice.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). Today is a 7. There may not be enough money for you to do everything you want. Let others know your limitations, and proceed accordingly.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Today is a 5. It may seem as if others refuse to see the facts. Just because they’re right doesn’t mean they can’t hear what you’re saying.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Today is an 8. You’re in pretty good shape, though it’s difficult for some others. Don’t try to solve all their problems. That’s futile. Just referee if asked.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Today is a 4. The good news is that you’re doing well and can bring in more money. Use it to replenish your savings account and maybe to pay off a few bills. No new love yet.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20). Today is a 7. It’s best not to confront an authority figure directly, at least not yet. If you can somehow make it come, there’s a better chance you’ll be heard.

**WARNING:**

Who should I call? What I really all right? Who pays for my injuries? The Auto Accident Victims

Free Report reveals what the insurance companies do not want you to know. Was your car damaged? You may be, too. It may be weeks, months or even years until you experience pain, headaches or even arthritis.

DO NOT settle your case until you read our FREE REPORT! Call For Your FREE REPORT:

529-0921

(24 hour recorded message)

**PAPA JOHNS**


Wednesday Only Roommate Special One small one topping pizza and 12oz can of soda for $5.99 or Two small one topping pizzas and 24oz cans of soda for $9.99

549-1111

Valid only at Carbondale Locations. Order may vary. Additional toppings available.

**JUMBLE**

Unscramble these four Jumbles, the order is in each square, as in four ordinary words.

NAPOR

NISOB

MORRET

YEASIT

When the then outlined his Honduran plans, mom thought it was...

Answer: **DOMINIC**

Yesterday’s Answers: CATCH, LEERCH, INSECT, BRAIN.

**TODAY’S PUZZLE**

Unscramble the six letter words as suggested by the above clues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAPOR</th>
<th>NISOB</th>
<th>MORRET</th>
<th>YEASIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAPOR</td>
<td>NISOB</td>
<td>MORRET</td>
<td>YEASIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TODAY’S HOTLINE**

Today’s Birthday (Sept. 10), looks like there are lots of changes going on at home this year. Having a partner and a plan helps, but you should also welcome suggestions. People with skills different than your own will be a big help. But you make the final decisions.

To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest, 1 is the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19). Today is a 4. Hiding out isn’t one of your favorite games, but you can do it when you must. Changes going on now make it important to be flexible. Be invisible, too. If you can.

Taurus (April 20-May 20). Today is a 1. You may be growing impatient with those who can’t make up their minds. Decide on the decision for them, though. They’re steering it to figure it out.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). Today is a 5. Although your mind is full of questions, it’s more helpful if you offer suggestions. Keep track of what the others think, too. Keep channels of communication open.

Cancer (June 22-July 22). Today is 6. Others look to you for answers, but you don’t have them all. Some of the things you try won’t work. Stay upbeat and try again. And be willing to compromise.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Today is a 5. The temptation to splurge may be strong, but your willpower is stronger. Don’t buy much of anything now—not even a gift for a loved one. It can wait.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Today is a 7. There’s a strange love/hate relationship going on. You and your antagonist have something that ties you together. One of you is the other yang, now, decide which is which.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22). Today is a 5. Modifications will be required to get your fantasy to manifest. Continue to do the research, and practice, practice, practice.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). Today is a 7. There may not be enough money for you to do everything you want. Let others know your limitations, and proceed accordingly.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Today is a 5. It may seem as if others refuse to see the facts. Just because they’re right doesn’t mean they can’t hear what you’re saying.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Today is an 8. You’re in pretty good shape, though it’s difficult for some others. Don’t try to solve all their problems. That’s futile. Just referee if asked.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Today is a 4. The good news is that you’re doing well and can bring in more money. Use it to replenish your savings account and maybe to pay off a few bills. No new love yet.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20). Today is a 7. It’s best not to confront an authority figure directly, at least not yet. If you can somehow make it come, there’s a better chance you’ll be heard.

(C) 2003, Tribune Media Services Inc. Distributed by Knight Ridder Tribune
***Comics***

**Crossword**

Across:
1. Oftnl
21. In the know
22. Made a trip
23. Memory method
35. Breathe in
43. Mere ex.
52. Bac'ls of boats
53. Strews
54. Salton end
56. Swiss marksman
58. Boggles
59. College credit
62. Boggles
63. Bread grains
65. Botlom-Ene fllgllt
66. Ooze

Down:
1. Bog down
2. Callee
3. Fieldsticks
4. Computers
5. Stealth
6. Easter
7. trollt
8. Plowman
9. Simian
10. Rabbit colony
11. Usupa
12. June horses
13. People of "The Time Machine"
14. June horses
15. In the know
16. Wear a wig
17. TocGrcatcst
18. Strews
19. London
20. Casual garb
21. Malacc
25. General E.
26. Sounds tho a!am
27. Submersible for plating
28. Acl.-css Moore
29. People of "The Time Machine"
30. Mnt.
31. Open-minded
32. Chlorate
33. Dickens.
34. /tx:Nehan
36. W~dlhing
37. Beer vessel
38. Disassemble
39. Breathe in
40. Reed or MIS
41. Summrrs.ln Boston
42. S81enge1ihunler
43. Mere ex.
44. Ma,eal&p
45. Ravine
46. Beginning
47. Dispatches
48. Someartists
49. Priests or Cokes
50. Stiff
51. On the apex of
52. Boggles of spires
54. Cotton and
55. Sweds
56. Kazovaya
57. 49P, pap
58. Positioning
59. Div. record
60. Carnival day
61. Hiz
t
62. Bankruptcy
63. Cetare
64. Cetare
65. Cetare
66. Cetare
67. Cetare
68. Cetare
69. Cetare
70. Cetare

**Solutions**

7. Londot
8. Plowman
9. Malacc
11. Mob
d
12. Butler of Bolton
19. Appy and
20. TocGrcatcst
25. General E.
26. Sounds tho a!am
27. Submersible for plating
28. Acl.-css Moore
29. People of "The Time Machine"
30. Mnt.
31. Open-minded
32. Chlorate
33. Dickens.
34. /tx:Nehan
36. W~dlhing
37. Beer vessel
38. Disassemble
39. Breathe in
40. Reed or MIS
41. Summrrs.ln Boston
42. S81enge1ihunler
43. Mere ex.
44. Ma,eal&p
45. Ravine
46. Beginning
47. Dispatches
48. Someartists
49. Priests or Cokes
50. Stiff
51. On the apex of
52. Boggles of spires
54. Cotton and
55. Sweds
56. Kazovaya
57. 49P, pap
58. Positioning
59. Div. record
60. Carnival day
61. Hiz
t
62. Bankruptcy
63. Cetare
64. Cetare
65. Cetare
66. Cetare
67. Cetare
68. Cetare
69. Cetare
70. Cetare

**College of Agricultural Sciences CLUB FAIR**

Wondering what to do with your free time? Become active in a club or organization. Build leadership, skills, make friends, meet professionals in your field, socialize and much more!

**AG BUILDING**

4-6 PM

FREE FOOD & FUN!!!

**Memories**

I'd like to apologize to the guy leaving out the bulletin board in the new building... you asked me union and I responded in a way that could be construed as disrespectful... I did not mean too... I think your work is very good... I am no sheriff... anne and this guy is tricky... but you... you should have learned about where and... where are they... On a side note... any of you think of their cut-themed? I bet you do. I see... 69Laurel Avenue...

...baker..."
COMMENTARY

Tailgater anonymous

There was a shock among the SIU football fans after their tailgating at SEMO 29-20.

It wasn’t that they actually beat the Indians for the first time in three seasons or that the Salukis should have shut out a team in Division I-AA or that the officials varied a 285-pound defensive lineman with the thought of a touchdown for 40 yards before calling the foul.

The astonishment was that SIU actually played in front of a full stadium. Actually, they played in the largest crowd ever at SEMO and their stadium.

There was a shock among the SIU football fans after their tailgating at SEMO 29-20.

The shock goes both ways, though. Students are still trying to figure out what to make of all of this hoopla surrounding their football, not basketball. Football fans, on the other hand, were accustomed to being shut out.

Some of you have come from towns and cities that were the Mecca of high school football. Some of you have been forced to attend football ever since you’ve been here.

There were so many engineer’s kids in tailgaters that one of the eligible Division I programs from those schools was SIU.

You’ve been scared to step foot in McCAndrew, not for fear that it would collapse, but for fear that you would be shut down to would not go well, with the Keystone in your gut.

Other students were picked on by the athletic ones and hoped SIU would be a change. How wrong you were.

So you drank and drank and drank. You’ve been scared to step foot in McCAndrew, not for fear that it would collapse, but for fear that you would be shut down to would not go well, with the Keystone in your gut.

Times were so depressing for many years that the cheers you had heard rush from the stadium were for first dim11s and not touchdowns.

Whitney Houston has higher self-esteem.

It’s OK now. We are here for you. In two short weeks, SIU’s stock has grown exponentially. They are up to No. 21 in Division I-A’s.

I know that you are a little apprehensive about not getting hurt like you did last year, when the Salukis started playing competitively.

This year, unlike every season since the FCS administration, SIU has a stellar defense.

SEMO was supposed to have a stud quarterback in Jack Tomco, but in a matter of a quarter, the Saluki defense made his play look as shifty as his walk.

Some of you fear, most likely, that a massive number of people at the Murray State game could jam the whole bit. But think back to that SEMO game and how SIU played there in front of a jam-packed stadium.

You feed off the crowd a lot, sophomore quarterback Joel Sambursky said. "We are playing a great opponent in Murray. We need as many people here as possible. The fans will have a great impact on the game." But the thing that tailgaters should be frightened is drinking tickets. The only time people should have to keep checking over their shoulder when they drink is if they just hit on someone’s guy or girl — not to see if a cop in skinny shorts is on the prowl.

In light of the problems we as an SIU community face, Tailgaters Anonymous has been established. There are rehabilitation centers where addicted fans can reacquaint themselves with football success. There are doctors on hand to help anyone who sustains injuries from withdrawals of tailgating as well.

Tailgaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women who share their experience, strength and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover from tailgating.

The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop tailgating and actually attend the games. There are no dues or fees for TA membership; we are self-supporting through our own contributions. TA is not allied with any sect, denominations, organizations or institutions; it does not wish to engage in any controversy, neither endorses nor opposes any causes.

Our primary purpose is to stay tailgate free during football games and help other tailgaters to achieve sobriety.

So whether you are a hermit, hobbit, hermaphrodite, and/or just unloved, there is a place for you at Tailgaters Anonymous and inside McCAndrew this Saturday.

The football team will appreciate you, even if no one else does.

“We love you,” Sambursky said with an open heart and mind to the fans.

By Zack Criglow
zcriglow@dailyEgyptian.com

Welcome to our world

GUEST COMMENTARY

BCS outsiders clamor for bigger share

Drick Weiss
New York Daily News

CHICAGO (KRT) — Tulane President Scott Cowen began sowing the seeds in the spring when he referred to the six power conferences that have automatic berths in the Bowl Coalition Series as a cult. He also claimed the BCS was denying college football by eliminating half of the eligible Division I programs from those $13 million payday January bowl games.

Cowen’s point was this: last year, the 63 BCS teams shared $104 million while the rest of the 117 Division I-A programs split $5 million.

Monday, Cowen suffered the rhetoric. He was the president of the 11 Division I-A conferences who met here at the O’Hare Airport Hilton can come up with a way to provide greater access to the have-nots in the sport.

The BCS presidents seem willing to listen if it benefits their schools. "They [the non-BCS presidents] think they may have some idea about structure that could increase value," Nebraska President Harvey Perlman said. "Maybe they’re right. If they are being profitable and we don’t lose anything, we’ll take it."

Cowen claims he is not a Polyanna. That’s probably a good thing. He should get a reality check shortly and it will probably come like a punch in the face.

College football is not an equal-opportunity system.

Given the state of the economy and the fact that corporate sponsors are being more judicious with their money, the BCS bowls and network TV are not about to shell out $13 million to watch Ohio State play, say, a Marshall or even a Colorado State in the Sugar Bowl.

They will want to see the traditional powers battle it out, if only for the Nielsen ratings.

The only non-BCS team to win a national championship was BYU in 1984. In the 20 years before the BCS, 199 of 160 teams to play in the Jan. 1 bowl games came from BCS conferences.

As an NPL-style playoff appears totally out of the question since the SEC is not about to give up its $12 million playoff game and the Pac 10 and Big 10 won’t want to serve their teams with the Rose Bowl.

The best the have-nots can hope for is the introduction of a six-powers BCS game when the new deal is hammered out after the 2005 season. That would increase the chance for a non-BCS team from, say, Conference USA to crack the sidel. On a team from the WAC, Mountain West, Mid-American or Sun Belt conferences.

But it is hard to concede of those schools ever recovering an automatic slot and any non-BCS team that wanted an at-large slot most likely have to finish in the Top 10 in the computerized rankings.

That has only happened once before, when Tulane finished 11-0 in 1999 and was ranked No. 2. Marshall was ranked 12th in 1999 and TCU was ranked 14th in 2000. Since then, no one else has even been in the mix.

The BCS feels confident it could weather some possible challenges. But if legislation is filed, there is this doomsday scenario presented by Big East commissioner Mike Tranghese, the head of the BCS this year.

It thinks that what has happened is the BCS has become a target. Tranghese said, "Everyone’s problem now is pointed at us, and they say the BCS has caused those problems."

"I said to somebody, Why don’t we just disbanded? What will happen? The Pac-10 and the Big Ten go to the Rose Bowl, the rest of us will play in major bowls and TV will pay significantly less money. Who gains from that? I would argue those teams in the non-BCS conferences are getting more money and more exposure than they had in the previous systems.

"I know President Cowen is doing what he has to do. He’s arguing about Tulane and the time they went undefined. They didn’t play anybody."
The Salukis think they can place among the top three in the Valley as long as they stay close to the top five runners.

“With the新材料, you gain a headwind on the course, and we’ve been gaining on the top runners,” Baker said. “We need to keep gaining on them.”

As positive as the team’s attitude is this year, SIU may not settle in the top three. But the team is working hard to reach that goal.

“Every day we’re going to be a better team,” Baker said. “We want to get better every day.”
Salukis win first tourney at Steve Harris Invitational

Newcomers help men's golf to win

Ethan Erickson  
Daily Egyptian

The SIU men's golf team showed the value of its newcomers Tuesday. Behind three new faces, two of them freshmen, the Salukis took first place in the Steve Harris Invitational in Jacksonville, Ill.

The Salukis moved back from a five-stroke deficit entering the third and final round Tuesday, firing a 289 and overtaking Stanford in a turn of events that was less than surprising to head coach Larry Newton.

"They did a great job," Newton said. "I feel good about it because we had played well in practice and they took their practice game and turned it into good tournament game."

The person who turned in the best score was junior college transfer Brian Norman, who joined the team with a two-under par, third-place finish that included two rounds of 71 and a final-round 77. But it was nothing new for Norman, who earned All-Aurora honors at nearby John A. Logan College.

Norman competed in and won numerous Division I tournaments with the Volunteers.

He overcame a lack of recent practice caused by illness to put up a strong showing for his new team.

"Brian Norman's capability of winning tournaments that he entered," Newton said. "He didn't know if he had been healthy enough, he's been sick. I thought he did exactly what he's very capable of if the other kids hadn't played like they did. I think Norman could have won." Newton wasn't the only reason for SIU's success. Fifth-year senior Grant Copley tied for second with a team-low 70 in the final round to pace the Saluki comeback. The strong team chemistry wasn't a surprise to Copley either.

See WIN, page 19